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Functional Morphometry of Horizontal Rectus Extraocular
Muscles during Horizontal Ocular Duction

Robert A. Clark1 and Joseph L. Demer1–4

PURPOSE. We explored multiple quantitative measures of
horizontal rectus extraocular muscle (EOM) morphology to
determine the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measure best
correlating with duction and thus contractility.

METHODS. Surface coil coronal MRI was obtained in target-
controlled central gaze and multiple positions of adduction and
abduction in 26 orbits of 15 normal volunteers. Duction angles
were determined by position changes of the globe-optic nerve
junction. Cross-sectional areas, partial volumes, and location of
peak cross-sections of the horizontal rectus EOMs were
computed in contiguous image planes 2-mm thick spanning
the EOM origins to the globe equator.

RESULTS. All measures correlated significantly with duction
angle (P < 0.0001). The best measures obtainable in single
image planes were the maximum change in the cross-sectional
area between equivalent image planes, with coefficients of
determination R2 ¼ 0.92 for medial rectus (MR) and 0.91 for
lateral rectus (LR), and percentage change in maximum cross-
section with R2¼ 0.79 for MR and 0.78 for LR. The best partial
volume measure of contractility was the change in partial
volumes in four contiguous posterior planes (R2¼0.86 MR and
for 0.89 LR), particularly when combined with the corre-
sponding change in partial volume for the antagonist EOM (R2

¼ 0.95 for MR and LR).

CONCLUSIONS. EOM morphologic changes are highly correlated
with degrees of duction and thus contractility. Both changes in
single-plane maximum cross-sectional areas and posterior
partial volumes provide accurate, quantitative measures of
EOM contractility. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;53:7375–
7379) DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-9730

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has consistently dem-
onstrated substantial changes in extraocular muscle

(EOM) morphology during changes in ocular duction.1–4 For
a normal EOM, the maximum cross-sectional area increases and
the plane of maximum cross-sectional area shifts posteriorly
during duction into that EOM’s field of action, correlating with
EOM contraction. In an analogous fashion, the maximum cross-

sectional area diminishes and the plane of maximum cross-
section shifts anteriorly during duction away from that EOM’s
field of action, correlating with EOM relaxation. These changes
are diminished or ablated in paretic EOMs, characterized by a
marked reduction in maximum cross-sectional area in central
gaze and minimal changes in morphology during attempted
duction into the paretic field of action.5–8

While these large changes in EOM morphology are
sufficient to detect gross dysfunctions such as fibrosis or
paralysis, they may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect more
subtle abnormalities of EOM function, such as putative EOM
‘‘overaction’’ or ‘‘underaction,’’9,10 or contraction of only a
portion of the EOM as may occur during Duane syndrome or
other more complex forms of strabismus.6,11,12 Other mea-
sures of EOM morphology, such as changes in EOM volumes in
the midorbital regions, have been advocated to detect these
more subtle contractile changes,13,14 but these measures have
not been validated through determination of strong correla-
tions with EOM contractility. In this study, we examine
multiple morphometric parameters of the horizontal rectus
EOMs in normal subjects over a wide range of horizontal
duction to determine which measurements have the strongest
correlation with degrees of duction, and by inference,
functional contractility.

METHODS

Fifteen normal, orthotropic paid volunteer adult subjects were

recruited by advertisement. A comprehensive eye examination verified

normal acuity, normal ocular motility, stereoacuity, and ocular anatomy

in each subject. Each subject also gave written informed consent

according to a protocol conforming to the Declaration of Helsinki and

approved by the Human Subject Protection Committee at the

University of California, Los Angeles.

High-resolution, T2 fast spin echo MRI was performed using a 1.5-T

scanner (Signa; General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) utilizing techniques

described in detail elsewhere,14,15 including use of a dual-phased

surface coil array (Medical Advances, Milwaukee, WI) to improve signal-

to-noise ratio and fixation targets to avoid motion artifacts. Subjects

were scanned in the supine position with the head stabilized with foam

cushions. During imaging, subjects fixated the end of a fiber-optic cable

illuminated from its distal end by a red, light-emitting diode in central

gaze and various positions of abduction and adduction at a distance of 2

cm. The target was afocal and visible to only one eye, so accommoda-

tion and binocular convergence on it was impossible, as verified by axial

MRI. Targets were placed in central position for the scanned eye, as well

as in slight, moderate, and maximal adduction and abduction.

Initially, a true axial image including both orbits was obtained at 3-

mm thickness with a 390- to 469-micron in-plane resolution. This true

axial image was used to place sets of 18 to 20 contiguous, 2-mm–thick

quasicoronal images in a plane perpendicular to the long axis of each

orbit using a 256 3 256 matrix over an 8-cm field of view, yielding a

final pixel resolution of 312 microns. The scanned eye was imaged in

maximal adduction during fixation by the fellow eye, since the nasal
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bridge or the surface coil array in this gaze direction occluded the

scanned eye.

A total of 15 subjects were scanned. Because of individual tolerance

to perform fixations without motion artifacts, it was not possible to

scan both orbits of every subject, so some contributed data only for

one orbit. Data was therefore obtained in 26 orbits with at least three

horizontal gaze positions. In seven subjects who could perform longer

data acquisition, MRI was done in 4 to 6 gaze directions, which

permitted linear regression of morphometric parameters against gaze

angle in individual subjects. These individual linear regressions

compare effects of gaze within the same orbits of the same individuals,

and so avoid interindividual variability.

Digital MRI images were quantified using both the imaging program

(ImageJ64; provided in the public domain by W. Rasband, National

Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/, 1997–

2009) and custom image analysis programs developed on statistical

software (MATLAB; MathWorks, Boston, MA, 2011). Eye position in

each gaze position was determined by the location of the optic nerve

centroid relative to the orbital centroid at the globe-optic nerve

junction.16 Then, beginning as far posteriorly in each orbit as individual

EOM bellies could be distinguished, each horizontal EOM was manually

outlined and cropped in the imaging program (NIH) and saved as

Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) files that included only the EOM belly

(Fig. 1). Each TIFF file was then processed using statistical software

(MathWorks) by automatically counting all the EOM pixels in the image

file and converting those pixels into area in mm2.

Three broad categories of morphometric parameters were deter-

mined for each subject in each gaze position: single plane measure-

ments, partial volume measurements offset from the plane of

maximum cross-section in central gaze, and partial volume measure-

ments fixed with respect to the orbit. The single plane measurements

included the change in EOM maximum cross-sectional area, the

percent change in maximum cross-sectional area relative to central

gaze, the maximum difference between cross-sectional areas in

comparable image planes, the number of image planes by which the

plane of maximum cross-sectional area shifted posteriorly, and the

change in cross-sectional area one image plane posterior to the image

plane of maximum cross-sectional area in central gaze.

The partial volumes were calculated by multiplying the EOM cross-

sectional areas by the 2-mm slice thickness, then summing the in-plane

volumes from contiguous image planes to create partial volumes that

spanned the region of interest. The partial volume measurements offset

from the plane of maximum cross-section in central gaze were based

on the assumption that the largest change in EOM partial volume

would include a shift of contracting EOM mass from this image plane

posteriorly. These measurements included the partial volume change

from central gaze of the two, three, and four image planes immediately

posterior to the image plane containing the maximum cross-sectional

area in central gaze.

The partial volume measurements fixed with respect to the orbit

included two regions: the six contiguous image planes including and

immediately posterior to the globe-optic nerve junction (midorbital

region), and the four image planes beginning 14 mm posteriorly to the

globe-optic nerve junction and continuing anteriorly (posterior orbital

region). The midorbital region was selected as a region included in

FIGURE 1. Quasi-coronal magnetic resonance images at 2-mm spacing
contiguously from the globe-optic nerve junction (plane 0) to the
image plane 14 mm posterior (plane 7) in abduction, central gaze, and
adduction. The change in position of the globe-optic nerve junction in
plane 0 was used to measure globe rotation in eccentric gaze. Cross-
sectional areas were measured by manually outlining the EOM bellies
(white lines), counting pixels within those EOMs, and converting the
pixels into mm2. Multiplane partial volume measurements were
obtained by multiplying those cross-sectional areas by the slice
thickness and summing partial volumes from adjacent image planes.
The midorbital partial volume was measured using planes 0 to 5 and
the posterior partial volume planes 4 to 7. Other partial volume
measurements were posterior by two, three, or four image planes from
the image plane containing the maximum cross-sectional area in
central gaze, plane 2 for the LR and plane 3 for the MR for this subject.
IR, inferior rectus; ON, optic nerve; SR, superior rectus.
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prior studies,12,13 while the posterior orbital region included the most

posterior image planes that were obtained in every subject.

The single plane and multiplane area and partial volume

measurements were correlated with duction angle, with positive

angles defined as duction toward an EOM’s field of action and negative

angles defined as duction away from that field of action. For example,

for the medial rectus (MR), adduction was defined as positive and

abduction as negative, while for the lateral rectus (LR), adduction was

negative and abduction was positive.

Since EOM contractility is a physiologic behavior of every orbit, the

individual orbit was considered the appropriate primary unit of

analysis relevant to the questions under study.17,18 In order to

maximize statistical efficiency and avoid data loss, results of both

orbits of volunteer subjects were included in linear regression analyses

in cases where bilateral imaging could be performed in at least three

gaze directions. This approach employs the entire available dataset, but

includes variability from individual orbits and subjects. Significant

findings from such analyses would therefore be strong, and directly

applicable for comparison in other studies employing this common

approach. Confirmatory linear regression analyses were performed

within seven individual subjects in whom MRI could be performed 4 to

6 gaze positions for each orbit. This approach, which involves highly

resource-intensive data collection, controls completely for individual

variation among subjects, but necessarily yields a smaller dataset. It was

not anticipated that either the pooled data or the individual subject

approach would be differentially biased with respect to morphological

indicators of EOM function under comparison.

RESULTS

Imaging was performed bilaterally in 11 subjects, and
unilaterally in four more subjects due to limitations on subject
availability or endurance. A total of 101 MRI image sets were
obtained for 26 orbits of 15 subjects, all in slightly varying gaze
positions. Imaging included central gaze (taken as 08) and at
least one position of abduction and one position of adduction,
while many orbits included multiple additional positions of
abduction and adduction. Adduction ranged in magnitude from
4.88 to 32.98, while abduction ranged from 7.18 to 27.28.

All area and volume measures were highly statistically
significantly correlated with duction angle (P < 0.0001 for all
values), but not all correlations were equally strong. The

coefficients of determinations R2, which represent the fraction
of variance accountable by duction angle, are summarized in
the Table. The best single plane correlation with duction angle
was the maximum difference in cross-sectional areas between
any image planes at the same anatomic location in the orbit, for
which R2 ¼ 0.92 for the MR and 0.91 for the LR. This
calculation, however, required prior knowledge of whether the
EOM was contracting or relaxing in the measured field of gaze.
If the EOM was contracting (e.g., the MR during adduction),
the greatest positive difference in cross-sectional areas
between corresponding image planes from central to eccentric
gaze was used to define the measure, while if the EOM was
relaxing (e.g., the MR during abduction), the greatest negative
difference was selected. This measure, which requires a priori
knowledge, would not be useful in detecting abnormal or
unexpected contractility. Instead, the best single plane
measure to detect contraction or relaxation was the percent
change in maximum cross-sectional area, for which R2 ¼ 0.79
for MR and 0.78 for LR (Fig. 2). The anteroposterior movement
of the image plane of maximum cross-sectional area was the
single-plane measure that had the poorest correlation with
degrees of duction, R2 ¼ 0.44 for MR and R2 ¼ 0.52 for LR.

While it is recognized that total EOM volume is conserved
regardless of gaze angle, partial volume measures in midorbit can
reflect shifts in EOM volume distribution that would also
diminish the potential effect of fluctuations in measured EOM
cross-sections due to nerve and vascular entries and other
sources of anatomical ‘‘noise’’ in single image planes. Partial
volume measures all had robust correlations with duction angle.
There was a monotonic increase in the coefficient of determi-
nation when the number of image planes used to calculate the
posterior partial volume was increased from two to three to four
(Table). The strongest correlation was for the change in partial
volume for the four image planes immediately posterior to the
plane containing the maximum EOM cross-section in central
gaze. This measure was not obtained in all subjects; however,
because this measurement occasionally required very posterior
image planes that were not included in the imaging range in
every subject. Instead, posterior orbital partial volumes were
available in all subjects and provided almost as strong a
correlation, especially when combined with the measured
change in posterior orbital partial volume of the antagonist
EOM (Fig. 3). The combined agonist/antagonist posterior partial
volumes provided the highest coefficient of determination of
any functional measure, R2¼0.95 for the MR and LR combined.

The foregoing data were obtained in 26 orbits in which MRI
were obtained in at least three gaze directions to evaluate
group effects. This dataset reflected variation among individual
subjects, as well as effects of duction angle. For the 13 orbits
with imaging sets available in four, five, or six different
positions of horizontal gaze, there were sufficient measure-
ments that individual linear regressions could be performed
within subjects, so that each regression reflected duction angle
only. In eight orbits, an MRI was obtained in central gaze and at
least two adducted and two abducted positions. Not surpris-
ingly, since this individual subject regression approach avoids
confounding by interindividual anatomical variability, correla-
tions within subjects were much stronger than for the data
pooled for multiple individuals. The intrasubject coefficient of
determination R2 for combined agonist/antagonist changes in
posterior partial volume exceeded 0.97 for all seven subjects
(range 0.97–0.99, Fig. 4). Similar trends held for most of the
other single plane and partial volume measurements, with the
exception of movement of the plane of maximum cross-
sectional area. In five subjects at least one MR, and in six
subjects at least one LR, exhibited an identical 2- or 4-mm
change in plane of max cross-section regardless of duction.
This resulted in a poor correlation of location of plane of

TABLE. Correlation of Change in Areas and Volumes with Duction
Angle (Deg)

Measure

Coefficient of

Determination R2

Medial Rectus Lateral Rectus

Single plane measures

Change in maximum area 0.79 0.77

Percent change in maximum area 0.79 0.78

Maximum difference 0.92 0.91

Movement of image plane 0.44 0.52

Change in area 2 mm posterior 0.69 0.75

Partial volume offset from plane of max cross-section

2 planes posterior 0.89 0.86

3 planes posterior 0.93 0.88

4 planes posterior 0.94 0.90

Fixed orbital partial volumes

Mid-orbit 0.74 0.51

Posterior orbit 0.88 0.89

Posterior agonist/antagonist 0.95 0.95
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maximum cross-section with duction angle, and a large spread
of values for the correlation determination, R2 ¼ 0.15 to 0.97.

DISCUSSION

Functional imaging has become a powerful tool in the study of the
nervous system. While most studies of the skeletal motor system
have been able to employ direct measures of force or
electromyographic activity, studies of the ocular motor system
have typically been limited to gaze angle. As has been earlier
emphasized by Miller,19 there are many circumstances where
gaze angle is overdetermined in relationship to the mechanical
states of the actuating EOMs: numerous combinations of
coagonist and coantagonist cyclovertical EOM contractile states

can be associated with the same gaze angle. It has been recently
suggested that rectus EOMs consist of multiple compartments
that may function differently in response to differing physiolog-
ical situations such as ocular counter-rolling20 and conver-
gence.21 It is thus important to develop functional measures of
EOM contractility that might distinguish contributions from
individual EOMs or compartments of individual EOMs. The
current study examined multiple MRI measures of the functional
contributions of horizontal rectus EOMs to horizontal duction, a
situation in which the MR-LR antagonist pair makes the
overwhelming contribution to duction. Both clinical experience
with LR and MR paralysis and computational simulation22

indicate that the vertical rectus and oblique EOMs contribute
very little to horizontal duction.

The present data demonstrate that changes in MR and LR
morphology are highly correlated with horizontal duction, and
thus are highly correlated with contractility. The change in an
EOM’s maximum cross-sectional area demonstrates a strong

FIGURE 2. Scatter plots demonstrating the relationship of the percentage change in maximum cross-sectional area with degrees of horizontal
duction. (A) Medial rectus. (B) Lateral rectus. These muscles had similar linear regressions and coefficients of determination R2. Data from 26 orbits
of 15 subjects.

FIGURE 3. Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship of combined
agonist/antagonist posterior partial volumes with horizontal duction.
This measurement had the strongest correlation with degrees of duction
for both horizontal rectus muscles. Data from 26 orbits of 15 subjects.

FIGURE 4. Percent change in posterior partial volume of the MR-LR
antagonist pair as a function of horizontal duction. For each of the
seven numbered subjects who achieved four to seven horizontal gaze
positions per orbit, linear regression demonstrated excellent correla-
tion with the magnitude of horizontal duction, accounting for 97% to
99% of the variance.
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correlation with duction, with a contractile change of between
0.7% (LR) and 0.8% (MR) corresponding to each degree of duction
(Fig. 2). We regard this measurement as the best single-plane
measurement of horizontal rectus function, since it does not
require prior knowledge of the EOM’s contractile state. The
anteroposterior movement of the image plane of maximum cross-
sectional area had the weakest overall correlation. Probably
because of the relatively low axial resolution of 2 mm
corresponding to image plane thickness, movement of the image
plane of maximum cross-section exhibited a threshold effect in
some subjects. The image plane of maximum EOM cross-section
does, on average, shift anteroposteriorly with gaze change, but
the magnitude of the image plane displacement does not
correlate as well with duction as the other measurements
evaluated here. The location of maximum cross-section is
therefore not a reliable quantitative measure of muscle function.

The posterior partial volume measurements had the best
overall correlation with duction. The stronger correlation
probably reflects the fusiform shape of the EOMs, and perhaps
structural features in or around the lengths of the EOMs. During
contraction, the entire posterior EOM belly thickened as the
bulk of the EOM mass shifted posteriorly, and the multi-plane
partial volume measurements capture that change in morphol-
ogy better than single-plane measurements. Even among partial
volume measurements, increasing the number of image planes
from two to four resulted in a stepwise increase in the
correlation coefficient (Table). The midorbital partial volumes
had the weakest correlation among this group of measure-
ments, probably because, in most subjects, this portion of the
EOM included image planes anterior to the plane of maximum
cross-sectional area. Those anterior image planes demonstrated
a reduction in cross-sectional area during contraction and an
increase in cross-sectional area during relaxation, offsetting the
typical contractile changes seen further posterior in the orbit.
The posterior partial volumes had a much stronger correlation
with duction, and should be preferred over midorbital partial
volume to detect and quantify EOM contractility.

The major limitation of this study, as with all MRI studies, is
that EOM contractile force is not directly measured and
correlated with the imaging changes in EOM morphology.
Degrees of duction provides an estimate of the net contractile
force in the agonist-antagonist pair, but it is likely that the
contractile force required to rotate the globe may be nonlinear
at the extremes of gaze, with proportionately greater force
required to achieve maximum duction compared with smaller
degrees of duction.

The other weakness of the study is that certain abnormal
EOMs may not demonstrate the same contractile changes as
these normal subjects. In patients with dysthyroid orbitop-
athy,23 Duane syndrome,6 congenital fibrosis syndromes,12 and
other clinical entities with abnormal EOMs, similar changes in
EOM morphology on MRI may not accurately reflect the
contractile forces being generated. More quantitative studies
on the correlation of these measurements with duction are
required before these results can be generalized to include
those clinical conditions.

In summary, changes in EOM cross-sectional areas and
posterior partial volumes are highly correlated with degrees of
duction and thus contractility. Changes in single-plane maxi-
mum cross-sectional areas and posterior multiplane partial
volumes can provide an accurate, quantitative estimate of EOM
contractility, especially when the corresponding changes in the
antagonist are included in the measurements.
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